
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hooghoudt introduces De Borgen 

Taste the rich history of Dutch distillation  
 

Groningen, 23-4-2015 - Hooghoudt is proud to introduce De Borgen. An artisanal division of the 

Hooghoudt family distillery, De Borgen brings the rich history of Dutch distillation to life with a series of 

jenevers. The source of jenever, a drink with broad cultural and historical value, takes its well-earned 

place on the international stage. 

 

Arno Donkersloot, general manager of the Hooghoudt family distillery: ‘Now that gin is under the 

international spotlight, we feel the urge to confirm jenever’s rightful historical place as the godfather of 

all gins. Where the Dutch went, jenever went with them.’ 

 

De Borgen: exciting Dutch jenever concepts 

De Borgen’s assortment comprises a range of new, exciting Dutch jenever concepts. The products are 

inspired by the rich history of the typical Dutch drink – a history that began around 400 years ago. De 

Borgen translates the craftsmanship and knowledge from all those years of experience into the distillation 

process of today. No tall stories – just a Dutch drink based on the genuine recipes and heritage of the past. 

The jenevers are handmade in small quantities; everything is done in-house. A combination of 

craftsmanship, innovative distillation techniques and the hand of the master, come together to create the 

finest and most exclusive liqueurs. 

 

De Borgen Holland Gin: for traveller and bartender 

De Borgen is focused on the world of international travellers and the very top segment of bartenders. 

Bartenders who know their classics, and who also know that before prohibition in the United States, 

Dutch jenever (Holland gin) was one of the most-used basic ingredients in cocktails. 

 

A heritage from Groningen 

The name, De Borgen, refers to the term used for the beautiful stately homes of noblemen in the province 

of Grongingen. They come from the same period in which jenever first gained its popularity. Borgen 

stands for the strong, down-to-earth nature of the region. The Hooghoudt family distillery has been 

closely linked to Groningen since the beginning. 

 

Back to the original 

De Borgen Holland Gin: for everyone who wants an idea of how the original English national drink tasted. 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 1/2 

 

Jenever: protected product 

The European Union covers jenever with no less than eleven different Appellations d'Origine Protégée 

(AOP), a designation of protected origin. Only Belgium, the Netherlands, France (the Nord and Pas-de-

Calais provinces) and Germany (Nordrhein-Westfalen and Niedersachsen regions) are allowed to produce 

the drink under the name jenever, genièvre or genever. Old and young jenever are only allowed to be 

produced in the Netherlands and Belgium. 

 

Jenever facts 

• Before the American prohibition, Dutch jenever (Holland gin) was used by top bartenders as an 

important basic ingredient in cocktails. 

• Only Belgium, the Netherlands, France (the Nord and Pas-de-Calais provinces) and Germany 

(Nordrhein-Westfalen and Niedersachsen regions) are allowed to produce the drink under the 

name jenever, genièvre or genever. Old and young jenever are only allowed to be produced in 

the Netherlands and Belgium. 

• English soldiers in the Netherlands (around 1630) were given jenever to drink to calm their nerves 

before battle. The name jenever evolved into “Dutch Courage”, and from there was shortened to 

gin. 

• At the beginning of the 17
th

 Century, no Dutch ship left the harbour without a supply of jenever. 

Wherever the Dutch went, jenever went with them. 

• Initially, English gin tasted almost identical to Dutch jenever: punchy, sweet and aromatic, often 

flavoured with spices such as cloves and myrrh – ingredients that are also used in modern jenever 

production. But many years ago now, jenever and gin went their own separate ways. Do you 

want an idea of how the original English national drink tasted? Then try De Borgen Holland Gin. 

 

A short history of jenever 

The Netherlands was one of the first European countries to develop a large-scale, commercial distillation 

industry. Between 1500 and 1700, every noteworthy city had a jenever or liqueur distillery. Foreigners 

looked for the origin of this ‘national hobby’ in the strange weather of the lowlands, but the reason for 

this fertile distillation climate lies elsewhere. The intrinsically Dutch characteristics of inventiveness and 

love of experimentation meant there was almost nothing that the Dutch couldn’t make hard liquor out of. 

Crucially, all the necessary ingredients were available, too. In the 17
th

 century, the Dutch were rulers of 

the sea. Every hour of every day, the ships of the Dutch East India Company (VOC) brought exotic herbs 

and spices from all over the world. Amsterdam was the leading port for the import of sugar and spices, 

and the city became a mecca for liqueurs; in Rotterdam, the grains came in; and nearby Schiedam became 

the jenever centre of the world. 

No Dutch ship sails without jenever on-board 

Not only was the home market large; the international jenever industry was flourishing. Dutch ships 

always brought wine along for the crew as well as to trade. Soon, they developed cognac – a drink that 

was much easier to transport. At the beginning of the 17
th

 century, no Dutch ship left port without a 

supply of jenever. Wherever the Dutch went, jenever went with them. Still today, 17
th

-century stone 

jenever bottles are regularly excavated along the West African coastline. 
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From jenever via Dutch Courage to gin 

England was an important export market from 1570 onwards. Just as travellers today buy exclusive, luxury 

drinks duty-free, English sailors going between English and Dutch ports brought jenever home with them. 

Demand grew, and ports like London, Liverpool, Bristol and Plymouth were all importing Dutch jenever – 

especially during the war years of the 1630s when supply from France and Germany stagnated. During 

this period, hundreds of English soldiers and sailors fought in the Netherlands. They were given jenever to 

calm their nerves before battle.  They renamed the drink “Dutch Courage”, and then shortened it to gin. 

The English introduced their beloved drink (and drinking habits) to their homeland. 

 

England: large-scale consumer 

The British monarchy led by the Dutch King Willem III ensured that home distilleries existed in England – 

the start of the English distillation industry. The distillers fired gin, a much in-demand product that already 

had a lot of political support. What’s interesting, however, is that large quantities of Dutch jenever were 

still being imported as well – lasting until the early 19
th

 century. Official figures from 1782 describe the 

import of 2.5 million litres of jenever. Unofficial figures are undoubtedly larger. The Isle of Man was a 

major smuggling route at this time: goods could be legally imported to the island in exchange for a small 

fee payable to the Lord of Man. From there, the goods made their way illegally to the north of England, 

Scotland and Ireland. 

 

The origin of gin, godfather of all gins 

Initially, English gin tasted almost identical to Dutch jenever: punchy, sweet and aromatic, often flavoured 

with spices such as cloves and myrrh – ingredients that are also used in modern jenever production. But 

many years ago now, jenever and gin went their own separate ways. Do you want an idea of how the 

original English national drink tasted? Then try De Borgen Holland Gin. 

 

De Borgen 

De Borgen, the artisanal division of Hooghoudt family distillery, translates 400 years of craftsmanship and 

knowledge into the distillation process of today. No tall stories – just a Dutch drink based on the genuine 

recipes and heritage of the past. The jenevers are handmade in small quantities; everything is done in-

house. A combination of craftsmanship, innovative distillation techniques and the hand of the master, 

come together to create the finest and most exclusive liqueurs. Hooghoudt family distillery is one of the 

last independent jenever distilleries still in existence.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hooghoudt family distillery 

In 1888, Grietje and Hero Jan Hooghoudt had an amazing idea – one that brought taste, colour and scent 

together. The idea took shape in a cellar on the Oosterstraat in the centre of Groningen. The couple 

diligently prepared liqueurs and regional drinks; they quickly discovered the rich world of jenever. It was 

the start of a long and beautiful journey of discovery that has never stood still…  

 

We still work with the same love and passion for new flavours and distillates today as they did back then. 

Master distiller Frank Leystra creates jenevers in which tradition and regeneration come together – like 

the Bruine Jenever, the Rijke Jenevers No. 24, No. 45 and No. 67, and the Premium Jenever. 
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For more information 

Sander Meijerink, export manager Hooghoudt, sander.meijerink@hooghoudt.nl, 0031 (0)50 542 00 00 

Interview and image requests 

Wendy van Esveld, PR & communication Hooghoudt, wendy.vanesveld@hooghoudt.nl, 0031 (0)6 144 952 
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